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Mix It Up!
How to Artistically Mix Logs and Timbers
You are about to learn
three ways to mix logs with
timber framing construction.
This will open up a plethora of
timber style possibilities which
may be the exact touch you're
looking for. I'd like to
introduce you to a hybrid
log and timber style which
has many advantages over
a traditional stacked log
Hybrid log and timber style
cabin.
While I advocate using logs as structural members, I would never want to own a
stacked log cabin. One reason is the pain-in-the rear settling issues - you can expect an
8 foot tall log wall to settle 3 to 6 inches during the five-year curing and drying process,
and then you have to deal with expansion in the winter and shrinking in the summer.
This means special stairway solutions, wall connections, ceiling trim, and adjustable
screw jacks for bearing posts. Also, a log cabin package is roughly $100 per square
foot, while a full timber package costs around $50 per square foot.
Mostly, though, stacked log cabins lack the long-term appeal that we strive for here
at ATF. A log cabin is a log cabin is a log cabin - In other words, the rustic factor is dialed
up to the top. Any personal touches or design decisions have very little impact on the
overall feel. Whether it is tall or wide, big or small, visitors are left with the impression
that it is a log cabin. Many people tire of the extremely rustic décor, leaving them without
the long-term satisfaction they envisioned.So if you are looking to add logs to your
timber frame, but want to avoid the pitfalls of stacked log construction, the question is:
How many logs should I use? To answer that question, be aware of these two things:
1. How to add the perfect amount of logs in a way that makes logical
sense – for aesthetics, for nature, and for building.
2. How to transition to other areas in your home. This could be an abrupt
or a gradual change, using accents such as lighting blocks, ceiling
beams, wainscoting with log newel posts, chair rails, or other trim
options.
Believe it or not, you can use logs for the whole timber structure without falling into
the log cabin trap. You will get a fun and unique atmosphere. As always, you want to
make sure to enjoy your planning and building process. Here are three basic ways with
which you can have fun enhancing your timber frame using log elements!
continued on Page 2
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Capture
Nature... continued
p
Continued from Page 1 >>>
Three Ways to Mix Raw Nature into
Your Timber Decor
1. Massive Forest
Think oversized logs for main beams
and support posts. One fascinating option is
using logs harvested by cutting them down
at or below ground level. This will allow your
posts to look as if they are growing out of
your floor, as the base of the roots will show!
Many people have utilized logs cut this way,
especially for a tall center post which carries
a ridge beam. You can just about visualize
the actual tree. Another twist (pun intended)
is to build a stairway which twists around the
trunk!
In general, the rest of your home should
have bigger rustic elements, such as those
found in nature. For example, try to
incorporate large stones, heavy hardware,
and solid looking doors and windows, while
avoiding anything light and airy.

Log structure fabrication
2. Unpredictable Shapes In Nature
Have you ever found yourself looking at
a particular piece of wood or a log and
wondering how you could incorporate such
a cool item into your home? This is the
essence of this
category. At
ATF, we have
been given
unique pieces
to use, and we
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Natural logs lend a unique look to a staircase.
have also hiked the forest looking for a log with a particular size, shape, or
bend to incorporate as unique structural element.
Examples you may find interesting:
?
Staircase: Modify your rails, newel posts and spindles. From woven

branches to heavy gnarled trunks, stair rails give you a flexible place to
use the unique piece of wood you stumbled across. Figure out different
places it may work well and modify your theme and design accordingly.
?
Mantels, Shelves, and Art Frames: These are all very flexible just
like the staircase elements. They will have a slightly muted impact and
are quite easy to change out as they are smaller accents and not as
integrated into the structure.
?
Structural Members (Custom Grown): Grown-To-Fit. Builders of
old would harvest trees according to the crooks and angles required. You
can use this concept to a greater or lesser degree for your unique timber
atmosphere. The early Cruck-Frame is a perfect example of using
nature-provided arches in a timber frame. Another example is using a
fork in a tree as a post which supports two beams. You can even find trees
bent enough to be the post and the roof beam all in one!
3. Pleasant Surprise
This category captures those designs of nature used in building which are
somewhat subtle- neat surprises which sometimes may border on whimsical.
Even though they are subtle, they do not have to be small in scale. For
example, many have used trees and logs as the vertical structural posts
between the windows and a tall exterior grade room wall. The logs can then
be cut with a deep groove, or dado, to fit the window glass so no trim around
the windows is required! This creates an enchanting view similar to looking
between trees in the forest!

Another example is the
Japanese Taiko beam, which
honors the trees the timbers were
made from. Taiko is the Japanese
word for a naturally curved timber.
This is a noticeable element, yet
blends with the frame and
requires no modification of the
interior design to achieve
harmony.
Many of the ideas mentioned
in the previous categories could
be scaled back to achieve a
pleasant subtle surprise we are
talking about.

Featured Project
Backyard Timber Makeover
with Gro Outdoor Living
The backyard of this Tualatin, OR
residence started as a steep hill off the
back of the house, covered by rocks.

Photo Credit: Timberheart Woodworks

Japanese-style Taiko beams

There you have it. Now you can have some fun thinking about even
more things you can do to personalize your timber living structure! Your
possibilities are endless!
The first thing you will want to do is kick-start your timber living
acquisition process. Have you ever experienced the galvanizing effect
that investing towards a goal has? It has helped me to learn foreign
languages, complete a business plan, exercise, and in countless other
ways. I'm sure you have used this effect to achieve many things in your life
also. So if you are certain you want a dynamic timber atmosphere someday,
I encourage you to invest in your future by becoming a diamond member at
ArrowTimber.com today.
To your momentum and success,

Bert Sarkkinen, Owner
Outdoor log structure at Portland Children’s Museum

www.ArrowTimber.com

GRO came to us with the concept below as
a starting point. “What can we do to make
this fit better?” Garrett asked.

Our answer: lower the beams and roof
slope, add swoops to the gutter lines, and
add curves to the chimney and timbers. As
you can see, the design is dynamite. Keep
in mind, the landscaping is poorly
represented in this rendering. Imagine it
with completed landscaping... WOW!
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Home Design
The Smile Express

Holistic Home Design

Happiness Is...

Matching Interior and Exterior Styles

Putting in a bit of extra effort always
feels good. Whether you are preparing
for guests, helping your spouse or those
close to you, or even putting extra effort
into your responsibilities at work, it is
rewarding. It could be looked at as a
form of gift giving. That would explain
the positive feelings you get. I suppose the
only way it could backfire is if you feel
taken advantage of… But with the right
mindset, you can protect yourself and
make a habit of putting a little extra
“oomph” into your giving.

… going the
extra mile.
Your Referrals Speak Volumes!
...and are GREATLY appreciated.
When you refer friends and acquaintances to
ATF, make sure they remember to mention
your name! They get to skip the screening
process... and yes, we screen clients. You are
the cream of the crop! Plus, we want know
where to send thanks... do you prefer coffee or
sweets?
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A beautiful Craftsman style home plan from Alan Mascord.
People have often looked at me quizzically when I have requested
photos or pictures of home interiors...especially if our scope of work is an
exterior entry! But the "feel" of an interior needs to be consistent with the
look of the exterior. This does not mean that timbers outside mandate the
use of timbers inside, but rather, achieving a complimentary feel. This
means looking at the entire picture, from fixtures and furniture to the
actual size and volume of the space.
Which is one of the reasons why I'm tickled pink with the content Alan
Mascord has provided for this article. Alan produces plans which look
good, have complete information, and are easy to work with. The other
reason is sentimental - Alan Mascord plans were among the first
blueprints I used as an apprentice carpenter. John, the Chief Manager at
Mascord, and I bumped into one another at a home show recently and
talked about how we could work together to get Arrow’s readers some tips
on home design. Enjoy and learn from the info they have compiled for
you!
Holistic Home Design
by Alan Mascord Design Associates Inc.
Certain design principles apply to all house plans. Proportion, rhythm,
creating a focal point—these are the kinds of considerations that interior
designers and architects obsess over in a home plan. Today we’re
covering a universal and timeless design tenet: Unity between interior
and exterior styles.
A consistent interior/exterior theme creates a soothing, enjoyable

experience for the visitor and resident alike. Uniformity between indoor and
outdoor spaces is pleasing to the human eye. So, if your home’s exterior
has a Spanish Colonial feel, it makes sense to continue this theme indoors.
To help you achieve interior/exterior design harmony, we’ve gathered a
few characteristics of two of our most popular styles of home plans:
Craftsman home plans and contemporary home plans.
Common Elements in Craftsman-style Home Interiors
?
Built-in bookcases and other built-in storage options, such as bench

storage on the porch.
?
Hardware with a patina. Look to specialty hardware stores to acquire

period pieces, such as cabinet handles and drawer pulls. Or you can
purchase special patina kits for transforming your current hardware.
?
Wood throughout. The Craftsman style embraces the use of natural
materials, including wood. Create a warm, friendly Craftsman
atmosphere by framing the fireplace with wood, for instance. Other
potential placements for wood include crown molding, coffered ceilings
or more rustic exposed beams and trusses, and tongue and groove
wall paneling.
?
Stained glass accents—Frank Lloyd Wright, the undisputed master of
the Craftsman style, often included stained glass windows in his house
plans. Craftsman stained glass windows are more muted than, say,
cathedral windows. And as with overall Craftsman style, stained glass
window patterns should be geometric, not pictorial. If the idea of
installing a row of stained glass windows seems a bit excessive, you
can include this Craftsman characteristic via stained glass window
hangings, cabinet doors, and even glass shower enclosures.

Alan Mascord Design Associates
offers stock plans in many styles.
Common Elements in Contemporary
Home Interiors
?
Neutral paint colors, including beige,

brown, cream, and white.
?
Clean, simple furniture with little to no

ornamentation. Light timbers, such as
birch, maple, and oak, are preferred
materials for furniture in contemporary
homes.
?
Natural, Robust Materials. Keep it clean
and simple: exposed wood, stone,
ceramic and concrete finishes.
?
Natural, textured fabrics in neutral tones.
Think silk, cotton, linen, and wool. If you
need to jazz up a room, consider a single
blanket or accent piece in a bold color, or
in an audacious geometric pattern.
?
Lighting fixtures are often metallic in
contemporary homes. Lamps and
sconces should be used to bring attention
to art and other favorite design elements.
If your house plan doesn’t fall into the above
categories, no problem! Everyone’s home
should be a unique reflection of their personal
tastes and values. A bit of internet research
will reveal your style’s unique interior traits. Be
sure to keep a portfolio of pictures and ideas.
By matching interior and exterior styles in your
home, you’ll create a wonderful sense of
harmony.

Wood and built-ins characterize a Craftsman home.
continued on Page 6
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Special
Offer
p
Remember homework? Up until 6th grade I
had managed to complete most assignments
during my spare time at school. I tried for the
1st three months of 6th grade not to bring any
work home, but Mrs. Crisp just kept piling it on.
One day I came just one math problem away
from being homework free! It was so close!
That was the day I accepted that I had to
complete assignments at home. The feeling of
being finished and responsibility free is
something I still miss!

Special Offer
Get a head start on your house plans!
Alan Mascord Design Associates has a huge
portfolio of plans that can be viewed online.
Check them out at houseplans.co
You’ll be sure to find something that fits!
For a limited time, take advantage of this
special offer from ATF:

A whopping $500 off
your plan from Mascord
when you bring it to us to develop your
personalized timber package!
*not eligible for expedited services
Be sure to call soon - this offer is limited to
the first THREE customers to respond.

An interesting arrangement of fireplace elements
can personalize your home.
To learn more about Alan Mascord Design Associates and their home
design philosophies and ideas, visit www.mascord.com

Encore! Encore! Thanks for providing such valuable info, Mascord Team!
Keep in mind that your particular style is unlikely to fit neatly into a box, but
these guidelines are a great starting point and tool for better
communication.
Speaking of starting points,
Alan has an excellent portfolio of
stock plans you can view at
www.mascord.com. Starting with
a stock plan, we will do the work
for you! Give us the plans you
selected, and the Arrow team will
work with you to develop your
personalized timber package. We
will then communicate relevant
info to the Mascord team and let
them work their magic putting the
final touches on your home or
cabin plans.
To your momentum and success,

Call 360-687-1868 or
email info@arrowtimber.com right away!
Offer expires December 1st, 2013
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A gorgeous contemporary style
great room by Mascord Associates
Bert Sarkkinen, Owner
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Our Philosophy
People want things which reflect their personality.
People want an enjoyable process with a mutual exchange.
People want teamwork, transparency, and creative solutions.
I experience this over and over in the course of a year, not only when
clients view albums or 3-D models in my office, but especially so
immediately after the completion of their timber structure. Appreciative
head nods and slow smiles have almost become a trademark!
I fell in love with the timber framing craft in 2002 and I still feel just as
privileged and enthused. Many, many, personalized structures have been
created since then. In fact, my passion, artistry, and repertoire of creative
solutions have all grown dramatically… I sometimes wonder if it is simply
something to do with rising to challenges and building upon success.
You probably agree that exposed beams provide geometric beauty
and resonate deep within our psyche… The style brings to mind durability,
longevity, safety, laughter, smiles, and home to many warm feelings.

The question: What is the best way for you
to acquire your personalized timber living?
Not too much, not too little. Not too high, not too low. Just the right mix
of timber presence and style… How to find that sweet spot which you can
enjoy for years and pass on to your heirs. It's really about enriching the
lives of those around you and sharing your unique personality and
viewpoints with them.

The answer: Arrow Timber’s guaranteed pain-free
timber living acquisition process
I think the culture of mass-produced, one-size-fits-all merchandise is
a happiness drain for far too many people. It is better to have a targeted life
with purpose, than acquiring a lot of mediocre things for the sake of having
them. Too much waste, clutter and frustration, I say. It is much better to
emphasize and display your values with purposeful choices. And if you
can acquire those choices and avoid the taint of painful experiences,
consider yourself a winner! Which is why I guarantee not only the
personalized artistry we create, but also the process by which it is created!
Seek out and choose, therefore, things that will evoke head nods and
slow smiles. Things which resonate with your personality. Things that do
not grow old or boring with the passage of time. You will not regret it.

Recommended Reading
from the Arrow Team

Log Construction Manual by Steve
Chambers
Although I am not a
fan of stacked log
homes, Robert's
book is top
notch.His book has
allowed me to
incorporate logs
into timber
deisgns, as well as
custom fitting
timbers to irregular stone surfaces. A
perfect way to learn everything you
ever wanted to know about log
construction.
Grade : A+
Instinctive Shooting II by G. Fred
Asbell
Life can be kind of funny. I have
always been too busy with
responsibilities to spend time hunting,
but have always enjoyed shooting
arrows. In fact,
our company
name 'Arrow'
was conceived
from a joke
about driving
n a i l s b y
shooting them
with arrows!
This book is a
great way to
understand the mechanics of
accurate instinctive shooting.
Grade: A+

To your goals, momentum, and success,
Bert Sarkkinen, Owner
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